Summary
Valerie Lee and Douglas Ready explore the influences of the high school curriculum on student learning and the equitable distribution of that learning by race and socioeconomic status. They begin by tracing the historical development of the U.S. comprehensive high school and then examine the curricular reforms of the past three decades.

During the first half of the twentieth century, the authors say, public high schools typically organized students into rigid curricular “tracks” based largely on students’ past academic performance and future occupational and educational plans. During the middle of the century, however, high schools began to provide students with a choice among courses that varied in both content and academic rigor. Although the standards movement of the 1980s limited these curricular options somewhat, comprehensive curricula remained, with minority and low-income students less often completing college-prep courses.

During the 1990s, say the authors, researchers who examined the associations between course-taking and student learning reported that students completing more advanced coursework learned more, regardless of their social or academic backgrounds. Based largely on this emerging research consensus favoring college-prep curriculum, in 1997 public high schools in Chicago began offering exclusively college-prep courses. To address the needs of the city’s many low-performing ninth graders, schools added extra coursework in subjects in which their performance was deficient. A recent study of this reform, however, found that these approaches made little difference in student achievement.

Lee and Ready hypothesize that “selection bias” may explain the divergent conclusions reached by the Chicago study and previous research. Earlier studies rarely considered the unmeasured characteristics of students who completed college-prep courses—characteristics such as motivation, access to academic supports, and better teachers—that are also positively related to student learning. Although the Chicago evaluation is only one study of one city, its findings raise the worrisome possibility that the recent push for “college-prep for all” may not generate the improvements for which researchers and policy makers had hoped.
For well over a century, practitioners and policy makers have grappled over the fundamental purposes of secondary education. At the center of these discussions lies the fact that as adolescents move through the educational system, the focus of schooling typically shifts from developing individual children toward preparing students to be future workers and citizens. This acknowledgment of students’ imminent adult roles raises serious questions about the appropriate content of secondary education. All children should learn to read, but do all employees need trigonometry?

Since the emergence of the comprehensive high school in the late 1800s, two rival philosophical camps have offered quite disparate answers to this question. These opposing views dispute the extent to which students’ future social and economic roles should determine their academic experiences in high school. Should all students be exposed to the same academic material, or should curricula reflect students’ interests, abilities, and potential adult occupations? Who should make such decisions—parents, schools, or the students themselves?

In this article we present an interpretive review of recent research on the high school curriculum and its effects on student outcomes. After briefly describing the historical development of high school academic structures, we focus on the contemporary high school curriculum. The narrative of curriculum reform over the past three decades has, in one sense, been quite consistent. It can be characterized as a general movement to narrow curricular offerings and to infuse more rigor into the academic experiences of all high school students. We organize this review around three phases of research and reform. We conceptualize Phase I as part of the broader standards-based reform movement predominant during the 1980s, which required students to complete more courses in core subjects to earn a high school diploma. Although the reforms of the 1980s produced lasting curricular change in the nation’s public high schools, research during this period focused more on policy implementation and on the politics behind the adoption of legislation than on the consequences of the reforms for student outcomes. Studies that did examine the link between state graduation standards and student learning typically were methodologically weak. For example, such studies seldom considered that a great deal of variability in both student course-taking and student learning lies within rather than between schools.

Phase II shifted the focus from how many courses students should take to which courses students should complete. In many ways, Phase II can be seen as a more sophisticated research effort that examined naturally occurring variation in the concentration and rigor of academic course-taking both within and across schools and school districts. Methodologically stronger than the research in Phase I, the Phase II research began with comparisons of course-taking and student learning in public and Catholic high schools. The finding from these studies—that student achievement growth was higher in Catholic schools, where students generally follow a college-prep curriculum—was then extended beyond cross-sector comparisons as researchers explored how course-taking differences within public high schools affected student achievement, as well as the equitable distribution of that achievement by student social background. This body of research is now beginning to have a direct impact on educational policy.
The thrust of Phase III, now in its infancy, has been to implement reforms based on the findings of Phase II research by requiring high schools to provide only college-prep courses. An ancillary aspect of this reform model is that initially low-performing students may be required (or urged) to take a “double-dose” of coursework in subjects in which their incoming performance is deficient. Although this reform phase is growing fast at the state level, research on its effects remains scarce. Thus, our discussion of Phase III centers on the implementation of the new policy in a single location: the public high schools of Chicago. Research evaluating this curricular reform in Chicago is emerging, and one of the authors (Lee) is part of the evaluation team. Although other states and districts are moving in this direction, Chicago is in the vanguard of Phase III reform, and recently available data make such research possible.

**Brief History of the High School Curriculum**

As secondary school attendance became nearly universal over the past century, public controversies regularly erupted about the fundamental purposes of secondary education. The controversies centered on basic issues of what students should learn, whether all students should learn the same thing, and who should make decisions about such matters. On one end of this philosophical continuum was the belief that all students—regardless of their academic or occupational futures—should experience intellectually challenging coursework that prepares them equally well for college or work. This more custodial view of curriculum held that students’ academic needs were quite similar and that their current aspirations or interests should be a secondary concern to schools. A formal statement of this view was issued in 1893 by the Committee of Ten, a national commission studying high schools that was headed by Charles Eliot, then president of Harvard University. The Committee of Ten suggested that students should be permitted little curricular choice and that all high schools should offer a narrow academic curriculum that did not differentiate students heading for work from those bound for college.

Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education, published twenty-five years after the Committee of Ten’s report, was perhaps the antithesis of the earlier treatise. According to “social efficiency,” the philosophy underlying the Cardinal Principles, secondary school students’ coursework should be driven by their future occupational and educational plans. Schools should offer a broad and diffuse curriculum, one that included a wide range of academic and vocational offerings that varied not only in content but also in rigor. Supporters of social efficiency argued that offering only traditional academic courses overlooked two essential facts about high school students: they enter high school with different academic skills, and they aspire to disparate occupational futures. Advocates of the Cardinal Principles considered that requiring all students to complete academic courses was inequitable, in that it ignored students’ social realities. Psychologist Edward L. Thorndike declared that a high school should “have in mind definitely the work in life its students will have to perform and try to fit them for it.”

The social efficiency argument came to dominate the organization of public high schools during the first half of the twentieth century. Comprehensive high schools represented the “social machine” through which adolescents’ diverse backgrounds and skills would be matched to society’s needs.
College-bound students completed an academically oriented course of study, whereas students bound for work were directed to courses preparing them for vocations and trades. This “differentiated curriculum” thus contained different courses for different students, whom the schools typically organized into vocational, general, and academic “tracks” that determined their coursework. The prevailing educational philosophy was that “high schools would serve democracy by offering usable studies to everyone, rather than dwelling on academic abstractions that would interest only a few.”

Supporters of this curriculum organization also maintained that a “relevant” curriculum would increase student interest and motivation, leading more students to remain in school until graduation.

Movement toward Student Curricular Choice

The tracking process that matched students to courses remained quite stable for at least four decades. During the 1960s, however, the ways in which high schools sorted students began to evolve. Rather than rigid curricular tracks that dictated which courses students would take, high schools slowly implemented more flexible structures that relied on student curricular choice. Whereas traditional tracking placed students into predetermined courses and permitted little movement between academic, general, and vocational programs, the new approach allowed students to choose among dozens (or even hundreds) of courses and to create their own courses of study based on their future plans, interests, abilities, and motivation. Despite the elimination of formal tracking, the differentiated curriculum remained in place, and students’ academic experiences continued to vary substantially within the same school. As one author noted, “The curriculum remained stratified, but the logic of the strata became submerged.”

Expansion of choice-driven curricula continued throughout the social upheavals of the late 1960s and early 1970s. Drawing on justifications similar to those put forth in *Cardinal Principles*, many high schools created courses deemed more “relevant” to students’ lives, especially to the lives of racial and ethnic minority youth. Organizations as politically varied as black militants and business roundtables agreed that students’ social and academic diversity required curricular differentiation.

Rather than rigid curricular tracks that dictated which courses students would take, high schools slowly implemented more flexible structures that relied on student curricular choice.

We now refer to this choice-driven academic structure as the “comprehensive curriculum,” which comprises many sets of courses aligned both vertically and horizontally. Vertically aligned courses share similar titles, but differ in difficulty (and often substance). For example, many high schools permit students to select among three distinct levels of eleventh-grade U.S. history: regular, honors, and Advanced Placement. Horizontally aligned courses are those through which students advance year by year. Once students complete prerequisite courses, they can decide how many years they will study a foreign language or whether to take calculus or physics (which few school districts require). As such, although stratified curricula remain in the comprehensive high school,
students are permitted to track themselves through their choice of courses, deciding which levels of courses to complete and how far to advance through the curriculum.

**Phase I: The Standards Movement**

The comprehensive high school (and its differentiated curriculum), which had enjoyed widespread support during the 1960s and 1970s, began to experience intense public scrutiny during the early 1980s. The emergence of the standards movement coincided with publication of the landmark study *A Nation at Risk*. The report’s scathing assessment of U.S. public high schools focused on a perceived lack of academic rigor. Its central theses were economic: first, that U.S. competitiveness was tied directly to the quality of public education and, second, that the educational foundation of the U.S. economy was “being eroded by a rising tide of mediocrity.” The educational free markets that characterized the comprehensive high school curriculum drew an especially sharp critique. The report charged that most secondary schools offered “a cafeteria style curriculum in which the appetizers and desserts can easily be mistaken for the main courses.” The report recommended that all high school graduates complete what it called “the New Basics”: a minimum of four years of English and three years each of mathematics, science, and social studies. In this sense, *A Nation at Risk* echoed many of the sentiments expressed by the Committee of Ten almost a century earlier. The report’s recommendations, as well as the curriculum reforms that emerged from it, represented the start of a cultural shift away from the social efficiency argument—the notion that students’ social and academic diversity required different academic experiences—toward a counter-argument for a more common academic high school curriculum.

**State Curricular Reform Initiatives**

Motivated partly by the charges leveled in *A Nation at Risk*, states engaged in education policy making as never before. Indeed, education reform became the central legislative activity of state governments during the 1980s. Between 1983 and 1987 alone, state allocations for public education increased 21 percent. The most common state reform initiatives of the 1980s involved an expansion of the number of courses (particularly in core subjects) required to obtain a high school diploma. From 1980 to 1993, the average number of credits required to graduate increased from 17.3 to 19.8. Many states viewed these stronger graduation requirements as the most direct means of increasing the rigor of secondary schooling. States often justified the new requirements by citing the notion of “opportunity to learn”—students cannot learn academic material to which they have not been exposed. By the close of the 1980s, forty-five states had strengthened high school graduation requirements. Their efforts found broad public support and were quickly adopted, in part because they were relatively easy to implement—the teachers, classrooms, and courses they required were already largely in place.

The new, more stringent curriculum standards did not influence all students equally. They did not target (and rarely affected) course-taking among college-bound students, most of whom surpassed the standards even before their adoption. But they had considerable impact on non-college-bound students. For example, enrollment in vocational courses declined considerably during the 1980s, whereas participation in core academic courses and the arts increased. Comparisons of random samples of high school transcripts gathered in 1982 and 1987 suggest a 17 percent increase in the number of...
mathematics credits completed (from 2.54 to 2.98 courses), and a 20 percent increase in science credits (from 2.19 to 2.63 courses) during the five-year period. Roughly one-quarter of students completed an extra year of mathematics, and one-third completed an extra year of science by the end of the decade.

These Phase I curricular reforms targeted the number of credits students earned and (ostensibly) the subject matter of courses associated with those credits. However, the mandates often allowed school districts to decide which courses met the requirements or even which students were required to meet the standards. Many students were permitted to earn credits for courses in subjects that were non-academic or consisted of low-level or even remedial content. For example, Pennsylvania considered that “business math” fulfilled a core mathematics requirement. Within schools, multiple levels of the same course often satisfied the same requirement, even though the courses often differed substantially in both content and rigor. Thus, the increased graduation requirements constituting Phase I reform likely influenced academic rigor only marginally. In fact, the majority of new courses that high schools added to their curricula were at basic, general, or remedial levels. The move seemed understandable, however, given that the new requirements were mainly targeted at low-achieving students. One scholar summarized these efforts as “a national experiment in offering lower-level academic courses to middle- and low-achieving students who previously took something else (vocational courses, various electives).”

Phase I Research
Research on these Phase I reforms often focused more on the extent to which they effected fundamental educational change rather than on whether and how they influenced student learning. In general, the standards movement demanded “more of the same”—more courses, more days of school each year, and more hours of school each day. In this sense, the mandates entailed quantitative rather than qualitative changes to the high school curriculum. They rarely focused on school restructuring or classroom teaching and learning. Indeed, the curricular standards movements may have affirmed rather than transformed educational practice; students, teachers, and schools were simply asked to do more of what they were already doing. Despite the clear limitations of these Phase I efforts, the curricular reforms associated with the standards movement remain largely in place more than twenty years later—a rare feat in the history of education policy making. Along with expanded use of standardized testing and increased (and more equitable) education funding, tougher graduation requirements may be the most lasting and important element of the larger standards-based reform movement.

Researchers have offered various explanations for the popularity and longevity of these Phase I reforms. From the standpoint of successful policy implementation, these legislative efforts reinforced norms and notions already held by parents, teachers, and students, and they legitimated the activities in which schools were already engaged. By contrast, initiatives that seek to fundamentally transform teaching, learning, and content are quite difficult to implement and sustain. Reforms that assume that improving student performance requires only additional exposure to the “treatment” are likely to garner wide support, because they demand little real change—from either students, parents, teachers, schools, districts,
or local and state governments. Phase I reforms assumed that contemporary approaches to teaching and learning were adequate; increasing learning simply required that students become more deeply engaged with these processes. Schools and districts were generally quite comfortable with the approaches and content that the standards required. Perhaps most important, teachers retained the ability to craft their own instruction, and teacher autonomy—a central appeal of the profession to its practitioners—was preserved.  

Beginning in the 1980s, academic researchers and education advocates mounted concerted and unified attacks on curricular differentiation.  

Phase II: Research on the Constrained Academic Curriculum

Although the Phase I reform efforts instituted somewhat tougher graduation requirements, they left the differentiated curriculum essentially intact. One result was that the strong links between student socio-demographic background and course-taking also remained. During the 1990s, more than 50 percent of high school students in the top third of the household income distribution completed geometry, compared with only 46 percent of students in the bottom third of the income distribution. Likewise, 30 percent of students in the top income category completed trigonometry, compared with only 10 percent of low-income students. Comprehensive high schools thus continued to be internally segregated and stratified.  

Beginning in the 1950s, academic researchers and education advocates mounted concerted and unified attacks on curricular differentiation. A host of studies criticized the free-market curricular structures that typified most public high schools. The studies, which generally used qualitative methods to examine small numbers of high schools, did not seek to quantify the relationship between course-taking and student outcomes. Rather, they focused on curriculum structures, how students were matched to courses within those structures, and the relationship between course-taking and student social and academic background. Unlike many Phase I studies, this Phase II research recognized that a great deal of variability in course-taking lies within schools and that student curricular choice generally increases variability in students' academic experiences. These studies maintained that stratification in course-taking was partly related to the fact that high-achieving and motivated students (often guided by their parents) more often sought demanding teachers and courses. Conversely, social and institutional pressures, combined with the well-established links between social background and academic performance, often guided minority and low-income students toward low-level academic courses.  

Clearly, minority and low-income students are less likely to enroll (or be enrolled) in upper-level courses. An important question, however, is whether these relationships are the result of bias on the part of school personnel or are simply the consequence of links between academic achievement, socio-demographic background, and course-taking. In other words, are these course-taking patterns among socially disadvantaged students caused by unjust school practices, or are they appropriate given the lower average
achievement among low-income and minority students? Several quantitative studies conducted during the 1970s and early 1980s attempted to isolate these interconnected relationships. The authors generally agreed that measured achievement was the strongest predictor of curricular placement, but diverged on the extent to which race and social class effects on course-taking remained after adjustments for student achievement.

Other researchers reported that teacher effort varied as well. In some classrooms, when low student and teacher expectations coincided, “treaties” resulted; teachers agreed to pass students if they were not disruptive, and students agreed to be cooperative if teachers demanded little effort from them. This system was described as the “conspiracy for the least,” meaning “the least hassle for anyone.”

An emerging research consensus favored a narrower, more academic, and more universal secondary school curriculum. John Goodlad proposed “a common core of studies which students cannot escape.”

Apart from the fairness or appropriateness of curricular placements, many of these Phase II studies argued against differentiated curricula, simply because they included courses with modest levels of academic rigor and low expectations for student performance. The authors maintained that such courses should not be available to students, regardless of their academic abilities. The free-market curriculum structures operating within the typical “shopping mall high school,” they argued, allowed students to select the path of least academic resistance and to decide how deeply to engage the academic content of high school. As one study concluded, “Adolescents care about things they have to care about, and they do not have to care about academic engagement very much.”

Cross-Sector Comparisons
During the late 1980s, researchers began to examine associations between course-taking and achievement using new analytic
techniques and data. One strand of this research was conceptualized within a school-effects framework, focusing on curriculum structure as one element of school academic organization. The work began with comparisons of the effectiveness of Catholic and public high schools. A host of studies reported that not only were average achievement gains greater in Catholic schools, but relationships between students’ social background and their achievement gains were weaker: Catholic schools were associated with increases both in excellence and in equity. One explanation for these findings was straightforward: the “constrained academic curriculum” required in most Catholic high schools. Students in Catholic high schools generally complete challenging courses of study regardless of their academic and socioeconomic backgrounds or their plans for the future. Unlike comprehensive public high schools, Catholic high schools generally organize their curriculum in line with the custodial Committee of Ten recommendations—a rigorous, narrow academic program that is followed by all students. These schools decide what all their students should learn, based on the philosophy that virtually all students should gain the same high-level knowledge. The ability to offer such a curriculum reflects a general consensus among adults about what is best for students—the unwritten idea being that high school students are not always competent judges of their long-term interests.

Beyond Sector Comparisons
The research linking student course-taking to the social distribution of student outcomes was extended from comparisons of Catholic and public high schools toward a broader and more general focus on curriculum structures. Findings from these studies were relatively consistent: students attending high schools offering a constrained academic curriculum—one with few remedial courses and with most (or all) students following a college-preparatory course sequence—learned more, and the learning was more equally distributed by race and ethnicity and by social class. Several Phase II studies conceptualized curricular pathways as “pipelines,” measuring how far students progressed through the mathematics and science curriculum in their school (for example, Algebra II versus trigonometry; biology versus physics). Even after one adjusts for student social and academic background, students who completed the more advanced courses exhibited higher achievement gains.

Although neither the sector comparisons nor the curriculum-effects studies were experimental (the “gold standard” research design), many studies used large and nationally representative samples of high schools and students and analyzed the data with multi-level statistical methods (that is, students were “nested” within schools). Moreover, these studies adjusted for many pre-existing differences in student characteristics, including prior achievement, student race and ethnicity, and social class. Thus, the Phase II research was methodologically stronger than research evaluating the Phase I reforms. Although the conclusions about the high school curriculum in both Phase I and II studies favored more rigor in students’ courses of study, the form that “more rigor” should take differed considerably. Whereas Phase I research focused on adding more required courses in core subjects, Phase II studies focused on which courses students should (and should not) take. Moreover, Phase I studies drew few conclusions about what should be available within the high school curriculum from which students could choose, whereas Phase II studies suggested...
that student choice should be constrained—fewer non-rigorous courses should be available, and remediation should take a different form. Clearly, a course sequence consisting of consumer math, pre-algebra, and Algebra I is quite different from a diet of Algebra I, geometry, and Algebra II. If many undemanding and remedial courses are available in a school’s curriculum, some students will choose such courses and others will be counseled into them.

An additional consideration is that all Algebra I courses are unlikely to contain identical academic content. The Phase II studies cited above generally used nationally representative samples of high schools and drew their information about what courses students took either from students’ high school transcripts or from self reports. The content of the courses—beyond their course titles—was unavailable in the data used for these studies. Clearly, it is possible that course titles could change to sound more rigorous, but course content could remain undemanding. Different forms of research, including field studies that examine the content of courses with similar titles (for example, Algebra I), would be required to explore this possibility.

Where Do Phase I and Phase II Curriculum Studies Lead?
The conclusions drawn from the Phase II studies seemed to lend support to universalizing the constrained academic curriculum in the nation’s public high schools. Explicitly or implicitly, the research concluded that requiring college-preparatory coursework for all students would lead to many desirable outcomes: student achievement would improve, stratification of achievement by students’ social background would decrease, and all students would be better prepared to go to college. Despite their methodological sophistication compared with the Phase I research, the Phase II curriculum-effects studies cited here were typically conducted using data from public comprehensive high schools, which offered a diffuse curriculum and considerable student choice. As such, these Phase II studies were not experimental in design: students were not randomly selected but instead were self-selected into particular courses from within a broad and differentiated curriculum. Moreover, the schools also selected which courses to offer, typically based on several criteria: state and district mandates, as well as the interests, future plans, capabilities, and demonstrated achievement of the students and families they served (that is, supply responds to demand). The ways in which students are selected into courses turn out to have important implications for the Phase II research. We address the validity of drawing inferences for universalizing the high school curriculum from the Phase II studies in the following section.

Phase III: “College Prep for All” in Public High Schools
Worldwide, demands for greater investments in human capital development are raising once again the broad historical question of the relationship between students’ academic experiences in high school and their future economic roles. Changes in the U.S. and world economies, increased demand for college, and a set of relatively consistent findings from research about the high school curriculum have led policy makers and informed citizens in the past decade or so to call for even more rigor in what all American students should learn in high school to prepare students for the workforce of the new economy. There is general agreement that too few students, especially those from socially disadvantaged backgrounds, graduate from high school. Even among students who
graduate, many do so without the high-level skills needed for college and for the contemporary workforce. Increasingly, policy makers have come to recognize that the skills students need to succeed in the workforce are no different from the competencies needed to succeed in college and that undemanding coursework is insufficient to prepare students for a successful life after high school.

A key element in this policy shift is the recommendation that high schools offer only college-preparatory courses and that they eliminate remedial courses. With such a curriculum, all high school students—regardless of their academic records, current interests, motivation, or post–high school plans—would follow a college-preparatory curriculum. Although our focus in this article is on the U.S. high school curriculum, other industrialized countries are moving in a similar direction. Several European countries, such as the United Kingdom and Germany, which have traditionally supported tracking both within and between schools, have begun to question such policies as global economic structures call for better prepared workers.

High School Curriculum Reform in Chicago
The U.S. policy thrust toward a universal college-preparatory curriculum has begun to influence high school curricula across the nation. New York tightened its graduation requirements in 2001, Texas did so in 2003, and both states now mandate that all high school students complete a college-prep course sequence. Thirteen states now require a college-prep curriculum, and sixteen more plan to adopt such requirements in the near future. One large urban school district, Chicago, took action more than a decade ago. In 1997, the Chicago Public Schools (CPS) reformed the high school curriculum based on the philosophy of “College Prep for All.” Not only are all Chicago high school students now required to take four years of English and three years of mathematics, science, and social science (reforms following the spirit of the Phase I reforms), but they are also required to take particular courses in core subjects: Algebra I, geometry, and Algebra II in mathematics; survey literature, American literature, European literature, and world literature in English; biology, earth science, and chemistry or physics in science; world studies, U.S. history, and one elective in social sciences. Reformers have also dramatically expanded the number of Advanced Placement courses offered in the upper grades and—quite important in the Chicago context—eliminated remedial courses.

Many students in Chicago, however, enter high school unable to succeed in the ninth-grade college-prep courses. In response, in 2003 CPS instituted a policy that requires additional support classes in reading and mathematics for incoming ninth graders who score below national norms on standardized tests in those subjects at the end of eighth grade. Qualifying students—close to half of all incoming ninth graders—are automatically enrolled in the support courses in addition to the regular ninth-grade English and mathematics courses. These low-performing students get, in essence, a “double dose” of required coursework in mathematics or English, or both. Students receive credit for the support courses, although the courses do not count toward graduation requirements. For the purposes of this article, we consider this type of curriculum policy—a college-prep curriculum for all students, expanded AP offerings, support courses in ninth grade, and the suspension of remedial courses—as Phase III of curriculum reform. Although such a
Evaluating “College Prep for All” in Chicago High Schools

A team of researchers from the Consortium for Chicago School Research (CCSR) and the University of Michigan has received generous multi-year federal grants from the U.S. Department of Education and the National Science Foundation to evaluate this curriculum reform in Chicago. The first evaluation—the only one we know that examines outcomes of Phase III high school curriculum reform—has focused on the ninth-grade classes (Algebra I and survey literature). We provide some detail about the evaluation in this article, because it is not yet available to readers in published form.66

Here we briefly describe the analysis of how enrollment in the two ninth-grade college-prep courses has influenced a broad array of student outcomes. The research team could not use an experimental design for its evaluation, because all students received the “treatment.” Rather, the research employed a cohort-comparison evaluation design and an extensive longitudinal data archive containing complete administrative records, achievement scores, and high school transcripts to compare students who began high school in 2004 (post-policy) with their statistical counterparts who attended the same Chicago high schools in 1994 (pre-policy). The analyses explored effects of college-prep course enrollment on fifteen short-term and long-term outcomes, including credit accumulation, course failures, course absences, grade point averages in both individual courses and cumulative over four years, performance on standardized achievement tests in English and mathematics given at the beginning of tenth grade, high school graduation, and college attendance. The analytic models were constructed as three-level hierarchical linear models, with students nested in cohorts, which were nested in schools. Moreover, anticipating that the effects of this new curriculum reform might influence different types of students differently, the models estimated effects separately by student ability.57 Although the research examined whether effects increased as the new curriculum was in place longer (that is, between 1997 and 2004), it did not find such a change. Thus, it retained the 1994 and 2004 comparisons.

What differentiates Phase II curriculum reform is its universality—all students in these public high schools must follow essentially the same curriculum.

Early findings regarding the new curriculum policy are mixed—and unexpected. One positive finding is that the policy has been broadly implemented. That is, as of 2000 in English and 1997 in mathematics, close to 100 percent of Chicago ninth graders have been enrolled in Algebra I and survey literature, whereas a decade ago less than half of the city’s students took these courses in ninth grade. Unsurprisingly, enrollment in these courses proceeded somewhat more slowly for lower-ability students. However, close to 10 percent more lower-ability students have earned credit
for Algebra I and about 30 percent more lower-ability students have earned credit for survey literature. A surprising positive finding, given the expectations of policy makers about implementing such a curriculum for all students, is that the dropout rate did not increase. With close to half of all students who enter Chicago high schools failing to graduate, it is difficult to extol this positive finding—but it is also difficult to ignore.

Among the chief negative findings is that lower-ability students were more likely to fail these classes in 2004 than in 1994 (an 8 percent increase for failure in Algebra I). Absenteeism from these ninth-grade courses was also somewhat higher for upper-ability students in 2004 than it was for their counterparts in 1994 (about two more missed days in English, three more in algebra). Moreover, grades were lower for lower-ability students in their ninth-grade math and English classes in 2004 than they were in 1994 (0.15 standard deviation units lower in both subjects). Fewer students in the lower-ability quartile (but not the lowest) were likely to attend a four-year college after graduating from high school (3 percent fewer, compared with the pre-policy cohort).

Across many dimensions, the early findings indicate no differences between the pre-policy and post-policy groups. Across ability groups, the results suggest no significant policy effects on either standardized achievement scores or the number of credits earned in high-level mathematics courses. In sum, despite samples that include the full populations of CPS high school students in these two cohorts, elaborate analytic models, and many statistical controls at the student and school levels, the evaluation has identified few effects of this profound curriculum reform policy.

In many respects, the findings from this first evaluation of the Chicago “College Prep for All” high school curriculum differ considerably from the findings reported in many Phase II studies that used nationally representative samples of high schools and their students. The Chicago research team has offered eight possible explanations for the differences. First, the Phase II research on high school curricula may not be entirely applicable to the Chicago policy implementation, because of issues of selectivity bias. (We discuss this matter in detail below.) A second possibility is that many Chicago students enter high school without sufficient skills to succeed in courses with high-level content and high expectations for performance. This phenomenon persists despite Chicago’s efforts to end social promotion—particularly from eighth to ninth grade—and a Summer Bridge program to boost promotion. Third, instruction in the college-prep courses may not be of high quality, particularly for lower-ability students. Many teachers of Algebra I and survey literature in Chicago had previously taught the discontinued remedial reading and math courses. Changing the content of courses without also changing how they are taught may not be enough to induce higher learning. A related fourth explanation involves classroom composition and peer effects. Before the policy was implemented, students were generally tracked and attended classes with similar-ability peers. After the policy was implemented, courses enrolled students of all ability levels, but teachers were not provided with professional development regarding how to teach these subjects to lower-ability students, particularly in heterogeneous settings. Fifth, some students may simply be unable to handle high-level content. The research team is reluctant to accept this hypothesis, which is behind the philosophy that has governed most public
high schools for more than a century. Sixth, it may be that implementing a demanding curriculum without attending to students’ non-cognitive skills and behaviors—such as absenteeism, failure to complete homework, lack of engagement, and disruptive classroom behavior—is unwise. Student learning may be unlikely to improve without attention to these behaviors and attitudes. Seventh, it is possible that although the courses are described and labeled as Algebra I and survey literature, their content may not live up to their titles: these courses could simply be “old wine in new bottles.” The final hypothesis for the surprising findings of the evaluation involves the context of the new policy. The share of students who would have been taking remedial courses was much higher in some schools than in others. Implementing such a “sea change” in those high schools was particularly difficult. However, the evaluation grouped all high schools together.

The Problem of Selectivity Bias in Research about Curriculum

Although each of these hypothetical issues deserves more discussion, space limitations allow us to expand only on the first. The body of research on curriculum effects from Phase II is extensive, and the evidence from these studies is generally quite positive: in schools where students typically complete rigorous course sequences in high schools, students learn more, and the learning is more equitably distributed. However, the conclusions drawn by much of the Phase II research—that schools should extend the college-preparatory curriculum to all students—may have been premature. The studies are likely plagued by selectivity bias, which, as noted earlier, potentially operates at two distinct levels: student allocation to coursework is a phenomenon that occurs both within and between schools.

The Phase II studies cited above were generally conducted using nationally representative samples of high schools, the majority of which were comprehensive public high schools that offered students choice within broad curricula. Moreover, the fact that these studies used multi-level analytic methods means that students were compared with other students in the same high schools (that is, schools with the same sets of courses available). The concern with selectivity bias here is that students who select rigorous courses (or have them selected for them) are also more likely to come from socioeconomically advantaged families, to be more motivated than other students in their school, and to possess unmeasured personal characteristics beyond academic ability that allowed them to do well enough in previous courses to move on to advanced coursework. Statistical controls for students’ academic and social backgrounds—the typical methods of addressing student selection to courses—would not capture unmeasured characteristics, such as student motivation, personality traits, or access to social and academic supports. However, these characteristics affect student outcomes independent of course selection. For example, important differences likely distinguish a low-income, average-achieving student who completes trigonometry from a low-income, average-achieving student who stops at geometry. These unmeasured differences are probably also related to how much mathematics each student learns during high school. In addition, more effective teachers often teach the advanced courses within schools, which could influence student outcomes above and beyond the effects of curricular content. When schools are mandated to teach Algebra I or English to all ninth graders, the people who teach these courses will likely not change, even if the course offerings are revised.
Selection bias in student course-taking likely exists not only within schools but also between schools. The background of students in different types of public high schools and of students in public and private schools varies widely. Selection bias at the school level may thus occur because high schools offer a broad array of courses in response to the perceived needs and desires of their students and families. Schools serving large proportions of students with disadvantaged backgrounds often do not offer a full array of challenging and advanced courses, either because of a lack of demand from parents or perceptions that their students cannot handle rigorous material. Schools that do provide access to advanced courses may be college-oriented in other ways beside the curriculum. They may enroll larger proportions of motivated students, have greater “academic press,” and have teachers and staff who know how to prepare students for college. The Phase II studies that compared the link between course taking and achievement in Catholic and public schools must therefore contend with considerable self-selection in who chooses to attend such schools. Studies focused on public high schools must also consider self-selection, as schooling is typically tied to residential location. Thus, in addition to within-school selection bias, between-school biases may exist, in that students who typically complete demanding course sequences are those who also attend schools where such courses are available and have families that have selected particular schools for them to attend. In this regard, it would appear that almost all research on curriculum effects on student outcomes is—almost by definition—plagued by some form of selection bias.

Differences between Chicago schools and those in much of the United States raise still more selection bias issues. In Chicago, many students enter high school with low achievement. Although some students in Chicago are similar to the students in the Phase II studies, in that they choose college-preparatory coursework, many are quite different from that group of students. Most important, the curriculum structures of schools in the Phase II studies also differ, in that students in those schools were allowed to choose from a wide array of courses, some of which were rigorous, some of which were not, and some of which were remedial in nature. In Chicago, such choices were eliminated during the early high school grades. In theory at least, all courses are rigorous, none are remedial, and students have no choice (at least not in English and mathematics at grade nine). At this level, there is no selectivity bias in the Chicago study, precisely because all students—regardless of their social or academic background—are enrolled in college-preparatory coursework. This fact may well explain the conflicting Chicago and Phase II results. Both the Phase II and Phase III studies take background characteristics into account, but the organizational context (that is, the structure of the curriculum) in the Phase II and Phase III research is quite different.
The pervasiveness of these concerns about selection bias suggests that the findings of the Phase II studies may not be generalizable to schools that enroll high proportions of low-performing students. Students who would be affected by ending remedial coursework would predominantly be low-achieving students who would have otherwise been counseled into low-level courses, if such options were available (as they were in Chicago before 1997). In the Phase II studies, those low-ability students who took college-prep coursework would have been a very select group and may not be representative of most low-ability students (including those in Chicago). It is not clear from the Phase II research whether curricular effects differ for low-ability and high-ability students, who should be better able to handle higher-level content.

Whatever the explanation for the Chicago evaluation findings, they call into question the conclusion of the Phase II research that the constrained academic curriculum reduces social stratification in educational outcomes and raises achievement across the board. It is possible that the findings from the Phase II studies simply cannot be generalized to the Chicago context because of selection bias. It is also possible that the “College Prep for All” curriculum cannot be successfully implemented without attending to many other issues plaguing high schools, such as unmotivated and unprepared students, lackluster instruction, or teachers unprepared to instruct heterogeneous classes. In any case, the Chicago evaluation requires policy makers, practitioners, and researchers concerned about issues of excellence and equity in secondary education to focus anew on what is the most appropriate high school curriculum, especially for initially low-performing and possibly unmotivated adolescents.

Conclusion

Two somewhat contradictory ideals are at play within contemporary public high schools. A democratic ideal demands that all students be afforded equal educational opportunities, thereby providing equitable prospects for social and economic advancement. The second ideal, related to America’s fervent belief in the value of individual choice, argues that the diversity of students’ interests, efforts, and abilities requires that schools permit students choice among their varied academic offerings. However, allowing choice in virtually any context, by definition, induces variation in the actions and decisions of groups and individuals. Herein rests the contradiction. Do students really have the same opportunities to learn if they are permitted to choose among different courses, unless all courses are equally demanding and contain equally valuable content?

How schools, school districts, and states can best balance these competing ideals is complicated, and the dilemma is implicit in all levels of policy making. For example, the tension can be seen at the national level in simultaneous calls for both increased standards and increased school choice options. Although market-oriented curricular structures complement America’s fervent support for all types of choice, they may not serve low-income and minority students well. Traditionally disadvantaged students are less likely to select advanced courses or programs, and the knowledge and skills not gained by these students may affect their educational and economic futures. But mandating that these students take such courses, without attending to the surrounding issues that would make them succeed in the courses, seems to be questionable at least on the basis of the evidence from Chicago.
We close by returning to the broad questions we raised at the beginning of this article. What should students learn in high school? Should all students learn the same thing? Who should make the decisions about what to learn and who should learn what? Despite decades of research on the links between high school curricula and student outcomes, the historical arguments outlined a century ago by the Committee of Ten and the Cardinal Principles remain both salient and unresolved. Nevertheless, we can point to one area in which a general consensus has been reached. Based partly on normative notions of fairness and equity, few contemporary policy makers support a return to traditional tracking and the segregating and stratifying effects of the comprehensive high school curriculum. In this sense, the pendulum has—at least for the moment—swung away from the arguments espoused in the Cardinal Principles. However, policies requiring common coursework taken by all students may themselves be accompanied by undesirable consequences. Thus, policy makers, although knowledgeable about the outcomes associated with each curriculum structure, are likely to be unclear as to which approach is most appropriate. Social differences in exposure to advanced academic material exacerbate inequalities in student learning, but mandating such exposure may not necessarily improve outcomes for low-achieving students. This suggests to us the inevitability of additional phases of reform and research on the high school curriculum, as well as continued debates about the purpose and meaning of secondary education.
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